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A B S T R A C T   

Phonological statistical learning - our ability to extract meaningful regularities from spoken language - is 
considered critical in the early stages of language acquisition, in particular for helping to identify discrete words 
in continuous speech. Most phonological statistical learning studies use an experimental task introduced by 
Saffran et al. (1996), in which the syllables forming the words to be learned are presented continuously and 
isochronously. This raises the question of the extent to which this purportedly powerful learning mechanism is 
robust to the kinds of rhythmic variability that characterize natural speech. Here, we tested participants with 
arhythmic, semi-rhythmic, and isochronous speech during learning. In addition, we investigated how input 
rhythmicity interacts with two other factors previously shown to modulate learning: prior knowledge (syllable 
order plausibility with respect to participants’ first language) and learners’ speech auditory-motor synchroni-
zation ability. We show that words are extracted by all learners even when the speech input is completely 
arhythmic. Interestingly, high auditory-motor synchronization ability increases statistical learning when the 
speech input is temporally more predictable but only when prior knowledge can also be used. This suggests an 
additional mechanism for learning based on predictions not only about when but also about what upcoming 
speech will be.   

1. Introduction 

Statistical learning is the ability to implicitly extract the distribu-
tional properties of various inputs. It is a widespread phenomenon found 
in different cognitive domains such as vision, audition, reading, and 
event processing. Phonological statistical learning (phSL) is considered a 
fundamental mechanism for language acquisition, whereby a sensitivity 
to the transitional probabilities of syllables in continuous speech drives 
the learning of its constituent words (Erickson & Thiessen, 2015; 
Rebuschat & Williams, 2012; Romberg & Saffran, 2010). 

Phonological SL studies typically comprise a familiarization phase, 
involving the continuous repetition of various trisyllabic pseudowords, 

followed by a two-alternative forced-choice test of the ability to recog-
nize them. Several factors have been shown to modulate phSL perfor-
mance. An example is prior linguistic knowledge or syllabic-level 
phonotactic probability; pseudowords formed by more likely syllable 
combinations in the participant’s first language are easier to extract than 
those formed by less common combinations (Elazar et al., 2022; Sie-
gelman et al., 2018). Another example is the ability to spontaneously 
synchronize one’s own speech to isochronous auditory syllables (i.e., 
speech auditory-motor synchronization), a skill that appears to be 
bimodally distributed in the general population (Lizcano-Cortés et al., 
2022). Previous work showed that, although both high and low 
auditory-motor synchronizers exhibited above-chance phSL, high 
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synchronizers consistently outperformed low synchronizers (Assaneo 
et al., 2019; Orpella et al., 2022). Taken together, these results suggest 
the existence of two mechanisms supporting phSL: one related to the 
ability to exploit the statistical dependencies between phonological 
representations acquired through prior language exposure, and another 
related to the ability to exploit the rhythmic structure of the speech 
input. Consistent with this hypothesis, recent neuroimaging data im-
plicates two distinct brain networks in phSL. On the one hand, a network 
comprising auditory and superior temporal cortex, whose activity cor-
relates with phSL performance across participants (López-Barroso et al., 
2015; Orpella et al., 2022), could play the role of integrating incoming 
speech information (e.g., syllable identity) with prior knowledge (e.g., 
plausible order) to form higher order representations (words). This is in 
line with the integrative role proposed for the superior temporal gyrus in 
speech perception (Bhaya-Grossman & Chang, 2022) and with recent 
ECoG data showing responses in the left superior temporal cortex at the 
rate of the pseudowords-to-be-learned emerging in the course of the 
phSL familiarization phase (Henin et al., 2021). On the other hand, 
activity in dorsal language stream areas, including frontal and inferior 
parietal cortex, which correlates with participants’ degree of auditory- 
motor synchronization, has been shown to enhance the phSL of high 
auditory-motor synchronizers (Orpella et al., 2022). Given the impli-
cation of these areas in temporal prediction processes (Coull et al., 2011; 
Rimmele et al., 2018), a hypothesis is that high synchronizers leverage 
input rhythmicity to enhance learning through temporal prediction 
(Assaneo et al., 2019; Orpella et al., 2022). 

Despite the various factors shown to modulate phSL, the effect of the 
rhythmic structure of the acoustic stimulus has not been tested sys-
tematically. Phonological SL learning studies have typically overlooked 
a potential role for syllable rhythmicity by presenting syllables 
isochronously (e.g., Lopez-Barroso et al., 2011; López-Barroso et al., 
2015; Saffran et al., 1996). This choice in stimulus design is sometimes 
made explicitly for methodological purposes (e.g., for frequency-tagging 
of neural data (Getz et al., 2018; Henin et al., 2021) or pupil size 
(Marimon et al., 2022) synchronization metrics), but is more generally 
justified as a means of experimental control. Despite the remarkable 
temporal regularities at the syllable level across languages and speaking 
situations (Ding et al., 2017; Varnet et al., 2017), it is readily apparent 
that syllables in speech are not perfectly isochronous; when considering 
specific instances of natural speech (e.g., any single sentence vs. an 
average of sentences across a corpus) rhythmic variability is high 
(Nakatani et al., 1981). Accordingly, it is relevant to explore how phSL 
performance is affected when stimuli, as in natural speech, depart from 
perfect isochrony. 

In the present study, we examined the effect of the speech input’s 
rhythmic structure (i.e., syllabic temporal variability) on phSL and how 
this interacts with two other factors shown to impact phSL, individual 
differences in auditory-motor synchronization and how well the pseu-
dowords to be learned adhere to statistical regularities in the partici-
pants’ native language. We exposed high and low speech auditory-motor 
synchronizers to artificial languages with arhythmic, semi-rhythmic, or 
isochronous speech during learning. In addition, we manipulated the 
linguistic priors associated with the different artificial languages, such 
that the syllable order within the pseudowords to be learned had 
different levels of probability of occurrence in the participants’ native 
language. If phSL is robust to temporal variability, we should observe 
successful phSL learning across participants (i.e., regardless of their 
auditory-motor synchronization abilities) even in conditions of irregular 
syllable temporal structure (arhythmic speech condition). Although 
reduced, PhSL should also remain above-chance when the words show a 
less probable syllabic order, indicating that learning is not simply driven 
by prior knowledge (i.e., syllabic-level phonotactic probability). 
Furthermore, the extent to which learners exploit different cues in the 
speech input (e.g., syllable rhythmicity and prior knowledge) can shed 
light on the nature of SL mechanisms. For example, high auditory-motor 
synchronizers may outperform low synchronizers when the input speech 

stream contains rhythmic cues (i.e., in semi-rhythmic and isochronous 
but not in arhythmic conditions) irrespective of how plausible the syl-
lable order is. Because high synchronizers have been shown to differ-
entially engage the dorsal language stream (Assaneo et al., 2019; Orpella 
et al., 2022), this could suggest the use of temporal prediction mecha-
nisms that are thought to be channeled through this dorsal pathway 
(Rimmele et al., 2018) for phSL. Alternatively, if highs outperform lows 
only when both temporal cues and prior knowledge regarding syllable 
order can be leveraged, this might point to their use of predictions for 
learning containing both temporal and content information about up-
coming speech (Orpella et al., 2021, 2020). 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Participants 

A total of 300 participants, recruited from the general Mexican 
population through social media advertising, completed the main online 
study. Participants were assigned to two different groups (see Experi-
mental design section). Half of the participants were assigned to sub-
group 1 and the other half to subgroup 2. All participants were native 
Mexican Spanish speakers, with self-reported normal hearing and no 
neurological deficits. In line with previous work, we excluded partici-
pants if, during the speech-to-speech synchronization test (SSS-test), 
they spoke aloud instead of whispering, remained silent for >3 s, or if 
audio recordings were too noisy (Lizcano-Cortés et al., 2022). Due to this 
exclusion criteria, the data from 36 participants from subgroup 1 and 52 
from subgroup 2 was removed from further analysis. A total of 212 
participants were included in the final SSS-test analysis. Participants 
that did not clearly belong to one of the two synchronization groups 
were not included in subsequent analyses (see Section: “Participants 
categorization according to the SSS-test outcome”). As a result, 15 extra 
participants were excluded from subgroup 1 (subgroup 1: N = 99, 54 
women, mean age = 28.7, SD = 7.0) and 12 from subgroup 2 (subgroup 
2: N = 86, 51 women, mean age = 28.8 years, SD = 8.9). 

An additional sample of 60 participants with the same demographic 
characteristics as the main cohort completed a control experiment (the 
data from one participant was not recorded; N = 59, 32 women, mean 
age = 26.6 years, SD = 7.3). Participants were recruited from an existing 
database of subjects that previously participated in experiments using 
the SSS-test. Accordingly, they were already categorized as high or low 
synchronizers. 

All participants read and signed an informed consent and were 
compensated for their participation with an Amazon gift card. The 
protocol was designed to be completed online, and the applied pro-
cedures were approved by the XXX ethics committee of the XXXX 
(protocol 096.H). 

2.2. Stimuli: phonotactics and synthesis 

We created four different pseudo-languages (henceforth, languages 
L1 to L4), each consisting of 4 trisyllabic pseudowords (henceforth, 
words). We selected 48 different consonant-vowel (CV) syllables to 
construct 16 triplets (4 trisyllabic words x 4 languages). The triplets 
were not randomly generated. Instead, we controlled that the syllables 
were not assigned to a position within the pseudoword that is highly 
uncommon in the Spanish language. For example, if a given syllable 
rarely occurs at the beginning of a word, it would not be assigned as the 
first syllable of a pseudoword. We used Syllabarium, Complete Statistics 
for Basque and Spanish Syllables online application (Duñabeitia, Cholin, 
Corral, Perea, & Carreiras, 2010) to compute the token positional fre-
quencies (i.e., the summed lexical frequency of the words containing the 
syllable in the given position) for positions 1, 2, and 3 for each of the 
syllables. We did not assign syllables to positions with a token frequency 
below 700. This value has been selected considering the positional fre-
quency distribution for all plausible CV combinations and positions 1, 2, 
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and 3 (see Fig. 1). With this procedure, we guaranteed a minimum 
alignment between the syllabic structure of our languages and the syl-
lable statistics of the Spanish language. See Supplementary Table 1 for a 
complete description of the syllables composing the languages. 

Each language was then scored according to how well it adjusted to 
the syllable distribution in the Spanish language by the following 
equation: 

SSI(Lang) =
∑12

i=1

Freq(Sylli,Posi)∑3
j=1Freq(Sylli, j)

with i running on the 12 syllables of the language, Freq(x,y) representing 
the token frequency for a syllable x in position y, and Posi is the position 
to which Sylli was assigned. SSI stands for Spanish Similarity Index. 
According to this formula, the SSI represents the summation, across all 
syllables composing a language, of the relative frequency of each syl-
lable in the assigned position within the language’s words, given its 
overall frequency of occurrence in positions one through three (ac-
counting for the number of syllables of the pseudowords). Thus, SSI 
values reflect how much each artificial language resembles/departs 
from the Spanish syllabic structure. The distribution of this index for 
1000 randomly selected languages (i.e., randomly selecting 4 trisyllabic 
words without syllable repetition) is a normal distribution centered at 4 
with a standard deviation of 0.8. Given that we constrained syllable 
selection for our languages to token frequencies above 700, the four 
languages we selected are characterized by average to high SSI values 
(SSILang1 = 4.6, SSILang2 = 5.6, SSILang3 = 4.8, SSILang4 = 5.8). Based on 
preliminary data, we deemed this variability sufficient to assess how this 
factor interacts with speech rhythmicity and auditory-motor synchro-
nization skills, while ensuring significant learning. 

For each language, a familiarization pseudoword stream was 
generated by randomly combining the 4 words with no gap between 
them and no consecutive repetitions. In addition, all words, and part- 
words (all possible combinations of the last syllable of one word and 
the first two syllables of all others, that is, 12 part-words per language) 
were independently synthesized. All audio files were synthesized using 
the MBROLA text-to-speech synthesizer (Dutoit, Pagel, Pierret, Bataille, 
& Van der Vrecken, 1996) with the Spanish Male Voice “es2” at 16 kHz. 
All phonemes were equal in pitch (200 Hz), pitch rise and fall (with the 
maximum at 50% of the phoneme), and duration was set as half of the 
syllable length. Part-words and words were generated with a syllable 
duration of 250 ms. Three different versions of each language stream 
were synthesized according to three different rhythmic structures 
created by manipulating the duration of the syllables as described in the 
next section. 

2.3. Stimuli: rhythmic structure 

We generated three different rhythmic structures to synthesize the 
word streams. In each case, the duration of each syllable in the stream 
was randomly selected from a different probability density function 
(Fig. 2): 

Isochronous: 

Prob(dur) =
{

1 if dur = 0.25 sec
0 if dur ∕= 0.25 sec 

Semi-rhythmic: 

Prob(dur) =
{

0
e−10dur

if dur < 0.125sec or dur > 0.5 sec
if 0.125 sec ≤ dur ≤ 0.5sec 

Arhythmic: 

Prob(dur) =
{

0
1

if dur < 0.125sec or dur > 0.5 sec
if 0.125 sec ≤ dur ≤ 0.5sec 

It has been shown that the natural range for syllable duration is 
between 125 and 500 ms across a variety of languages studied (Poeppel 
& Assaneo, 2020). Accordingly, we decided to test three distributions 
with considerably different functional forms, while ensuring that all 
syllable durations remain within this natural range. The Isochronous 
speech condition represents the rhythmic structure typically used in the 
phSL literature, whereby all syllables have the same duration. Syllable 
duration was fixed to 250 ms for all syllables (Fig. 2, left panel). For the 
Semi-rhythmic speech condition, we chose a distribution of durations 
still within the natural range but markedly different from that producing 
isochronous speech. Specifically, the distribution was strongly shifted to 
the lower boundary (shorter syllables more probable; Fig. 2, middle 
panel). This allowed us to construct an anisochronous speech stream 
with some syllable durations still more highly represented than others (i. 
e., a semi-rhythmic structure). The choice of shifting the distribution to 
the lower (faster syllables) rather than the higher (slower syllables) 
boundary was arbitrary. We predict a similar outcome for a distribution 
with a bias for slower syllables. Finally, for the Arhythmic speech con-
dition we selected a uniform distribution whereby every duration within 
the natural range (125–500 ms) has the same probability of occurrence 
(Fig. 2, right panel). 

All familiarization streams were 2-min long, what resulted in slightly 
different number of pseudowords on each audio file. Familiarization 
streams with a rhythmic structure comprised 160 pseudowords, the ones 
with a semi-rhythmic structure comprised between 170 and 177, and 
arrhythmic streams comprised 135 pseudowords. 

Fig. 1. Distribution of the token positional frequencies for all Spanish CV syllables. The 4 languages were generated by choosing 16 CV syllables for each position 
(four trisyllabic words per language). If the frequency of appearance of a given syllable in position i was below 700 (dashed line), it was assigned to a 
different position. 
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2.4. Phonological SL task 

Participants passively listened to the familiarization stream and 
subsequently completed 8 two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) trials. 
On each test trial, a word and a part-word were acoustically and visually 
presented (i.e., the audio file was played while the written form of the 
stimulus appeared on the screen). The written presentation of the test 
items aimed to reduce participants’ working memory load. Participants 
were instructed to select the more familiar stimulus. To construct the 8 
test trials, 4 part-words were randomly selected from the pool of 12 and 
were paired twice with a different word. Participants’ learning score was 
computed as the percentage of correct responses (i.e., choosing the word 
vs. the part-word). 

2.5. Control experiment 

An additional audio stimulus was synthesized for a control experi-
ment. A 2-min syllable stream was generated by the random concate-
nation of the syllables composing Language 4 (Supplementary Table 1), 
with no gap between them and no consecutive repetitions as before. The 
syllable stream was synthesized as detailed above. The duration of all 
syllables was 250 ms as in the Isochronous speech condition of the main 
experiment. The test tokens for the control experiment were the same as 
those used for Language 4 in the main experiment. 

Participants passively listened to the random syllable streams and 
subsequently completed the 8 two-alternative forced-choice trials cor-
responding to Language 4. Given that the sequence of syllables in the 
familiarization streams for this control experiment was entirely random, 
no learning of the words constitutive of Language 4 was possible during 
the familiarization phase. Thus, above-chance performance in the post- 
familiarization test for the control experiment (identifying Language 4 
words as more familiar than part-words) can be taken to reflect partic-
ipants’ prior knowledge regarding plausible syllable order in Spanish 
irrespective of phSL. Conversely, comparing test performance for the 
control vs. the main experiment’s conditions using Language 4 allows us 
to assess whether phSL actually occurred during these conditions. 
Because this comparison is particularly relevant in the case of Language 
4 (the language with the highest SSI), we limited the control experiment 
to this artificial language. 

2.6. Speech-to-speech synchronization task (SSS-test) 

The explicit accelerated version of the SSS-test was conducted 
following established methodologies (Lizcano-Cortés et al., 2022). In 
this test, participants are explicitly instructed to continuously and 
repeatedly whisper the syllable “tah” in synchrony with an external 
auditory stimulus. The stimulus comprises a continuous random repe-
tition of 16 different syllables and lasts 1 min. The presentation rate of 
the syllables increases from 4.3 to 4.7 syllables per second, in steps of 0.1 
syll/s every 10 s. There is no overlap between these rates and the one of 
the Isochronous rhythmic structure (i.e., 4 Hz, see previous Section). 
Participants wear earplugs to diminish their own auditory feedback and 

whisper close to a microphone to register their vocalizations. For further 
details about this test refer to (Lizcano-Cortés et al., 2022). 

For each participant, the degree of speech auditory-motor synchro-
nization was determined by the phase locking value (PLV) between the 
envelope of the produced and perceived speech signals within a fre-
quency band of [3.3 5.7] Hz. For this purpose, the following formula was 
applied: 

PLV = 1
T

⃒⃒
⃒⃒
⃒
∑T

t=1ei(θ1(t)−θ2(t) )

⃒⃒
⃒⃒
⃒

where t is the discretized time, T is the total number of time points, and 
θ1 and θ2 the phase of the envelope of the perceived and produced 
speech signals, respectively. The PLV was computed for windows of 5 s 
in length with an overlap of 2 s. The results for all time windows were 
averaged providing a single synchronization score per participant. En-
velopes were computed as the absolute value of the Hilbert transform of 
the signals, resampled at 100 Hz, and filtered between 3.3 and 5.7 Hz. 
The Hilbert transform was then applied over the envelopes to extract the 
time evolution of their phase. 

2.7. Experimental design 

The whole experiment was conducted online using the cloud-based 
research platform Gorilla (Anwyl-Irvine, Massonnié, Flitton, Kirkham, 
& Evershed, 2020). Each participant completed four blocks of phSL 
followed by a 2AFC test, each block with a different language. This was 
followed by the SSS-test. Two languages were presented with the 
isochronous structure and the two others with an anisochronous struc-
ture. Participants were assigned to one of two subgroups: for subgroup 1, 
the anisochronous rhythmic structure was the Semi-rhythmic speech 
condition; for subgroup 2, the anisochronous rhythmic structure was the 
Arhythmic speech condition (see Section “Stimuli: Rhythmic Struc-
ture”). Isochronous and anisochronous rhythmic structures were coun-
terbalanced between participants and interleaved (i.e., isoani-isoani or 
ani-isoani-iso). Language order was randomized for each participant. 

2.8. Participants categorization according to the SSS-test outcome 

Previous work shows that the synchronization scores obtained by the 
SSS-test follow a bimodal distribution, implying that the general popu-
lation can be segregated into two groups: high and low synchronizers 
(Assaneo et al., 2021, 2019; Lizcano-Cortés et al., 2022; Orpella et al., 
2022; Rimmele et al., 2022). While high synchronizers synchronize their 
vocalizations to the external stream of syllables, synchrony is impaired 
for the low synchrony group (Mares et al., 2023). Before proceeding to 
categorize our participants as high or low synchronizers, we tested the 
bimodality of the obtained distribution of synchronization measure-
ments. We adjusted two different Gaussian mixture distribution models 
(McLachlan & Peel, 2000), with 1 and 2 components, and computed 
their Bayesian Information Criterion. In line with previous studies, we 
found that the model that better fits our data distribution is the one with 

Fig. 2. Probability density functions defining the different rhythmic structures. Normalized probability of occurrence for the syllable durations. Each panel cor-
responds to a different rhythmic structure. 
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2 components (BIC1 = -54.3 and BIC2 = −95.9). After confirming the 
bimodal nature of the data, we used the adjusted Gaussian mixture 
distribution with two components to label each participant as a high or 
low synchronizer. From the model, we extracted two critical PLV values: 
the lower boundary (the value below which participants have more than 
a 75% chance of belonging to the low synchrony group) and the higher 
boundary (the value above which participants have more than a 75% 
chance of belonging to the high synchrony group)(see Fig. 3). Partici-
pants below/above the lower/higher boundary were classified as low/ 
high synchronizers. Participants above the lower boundary and below 
the higher one were excluded from subsequent analyses (see Partici-
pants section). 

2.9. Linear mixed-effects model analysis 

Two generalized linear mixed-effects model analyses were per-
formed to predict participants’ responses, one for each subgroup of 
participants (subgroup 1: Isochronous + Semi-rhythmic conditions; 
subgroups 2: Isochronous + Arhythmic conditions). We used the 
buildmer library (Voeten, 2019) in R (R Core Team, 2020). This library 
allowed us to identify the largest converging general linear mixed- 
effects model and, from there, perform a stepwise elimination to find 
the model that better explains participants’ responses based on the 
change in Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC). The initial model 
included three fixed-effects predictors: SSI (a continuous variable 
comprising the z-scored Spanish Similarity Index representing the sim-
ilarity of each language to the syllable order distribution in Spanish), 
Group (a categorical variable indicating whether the participant is a low 
or a high synchronizer according to the SSS-test), and Rhythmic Structure 
(a categorical variable indicating whether the rhythmic structure of the 
language was isochronous or anisochronous; subgroup 1: Isochronous vs 
Semi-rhythmic; subgroup 2: Isochronous vs Arhythmic). All interactions 
between these three variables were included in this model. Intercepts, 
but not slopes, were allowed to vary per participant. For the optimal 
models obtained, we assessed the effects of the predictors on learning 
performance by means of likelihood ratio tests based on Type 3 sums of 
squares using the afex library (Singmann et al., 2024). Estimated mar-
ginal means and trends were computed using the emmeans R package. 
All reported p values are Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons. 

3. Results 

Participants, classified as low or high synchronizers according to the 
SSS-test, completed four phonological SL blocks. Each block comprised a 
different language with a given SSI score assessing how well the syllabic 
structure of the words composing that language aligned with the sylla-
bles’ statistics of the Spanish language (see Materials and Methods). Two 
languages were presented with the Isochronous rhythmic structure. The 
remaining two languages were presented with an anisochronous 
rhythmic structure (Semi-rhythmic for subgroup 1; Arhythmic for sub-
group 2). 

As a first exploration of the results, we tested for a general effect of 
rhythmic structure over learning, regardless of individual differences 
and the specific syllables composing the different languages. By pooling 
together high and low synchronizers and averaging across languages, we 
found no significant differences between the Isochronous rhythmic 
structure and neither of the two other anisochronous conditions (see 
Supplementary Fig. 1). Next, we performed a linear mixed-effects 
analysis to assess for an interaction between rhythmic structure and 
the other controlled variables. More precisely, for each subgroup of 
participants (subgroup 1: Isochronous + Semi-rhythmic conditions; 
subgroup 2: Isochronous + Arhythmic conditions), we assessed whether 
Group (auditory-motor synchrony status: high vs low synchronizer), 
Rhythmic Structure (isochronous vs anisochronous speech) and SSI 
score modulate participants’ phSL performance. We estimated the 
optimal converging linear mixed-effects model through backwards 
stepwise elimination. For subgroup 1 we found that the model that 
better accounts for participants’ responses included the interaction be-
tween Group and SSI, but not Rhythmic Structure (see Table 1). 
Following this significant interaction, we computed the estimated 
marginal mean trends for the relationship between learning and SSI for 
each Group. In line with previous work (Elazar et al., 2022), we found 
that SSI had a significant effect on learning, regardless of synchrony 
Group (trendHIGHS = 0.38, zratio = 7.27, p < 0.001; trendLOWS = 0.22, 
zratio = 3.55, p < 0.001). However, high synchronizers showed a 
steeper trend than low synchronizers (see Fig. 4a, zratio = 1.98 p =
0.048). To explore the average learning across languages, we computed 
the estimated marginal means. Results showed that both groups of 
participants (high and low synchronizers) performed above chance 
(meanHIGHS = 0.72, zratio = 11.09, p < 0.001; meanLOWS = 0.68, zratio 
= 7.56, p < 0.001). 

Regarding subgroup 2, we found that the best model for our data 
included a triple interaction between Group, SSI, and Rhythmic Struc-
ture (see Table 2). As before, we computed the estimated marginal mean 
trends of the learning as a function of SSI score for each Group. This 
time, given the significant effect of Rhythmic Structure, we performed 
the analysis on Isochronous and Arhythmic speech conditions separately 
(see Fig. 4b). For the Isochronous speech condition we found, as for 
subgroup 1, that high synchronizers showed a steeper trend than lows 
(trendHIGHS = 0.51 and trendLOWS = 0.16, zratio = 2.81, p = 0.005). 
Interestingly, we found that this difference between groups was not 
present in the Arhythmic speech condition (trendHIGHS = 0.22 and 

Fig. 3. SSS-test outcome. Histogram of the synchronization measurements 
obtained with the SSS-test for all participants evaluated in this study (gray 
bars). Superimposed in filled colored lines are the two distributions obtained by 
the Gaussian mixture distribution model fitting procedure. Dashed blue line: 
lower boundary. Participants with PLVs below this value have >75% proba-
bility of belonging to the low synchrony group. Dashed red line: higher 
boundary. Participants with PLVs above this value have >75% probability of 
belonging to the high synchrony group. 

Table 1 
Linear mixed-effects model results for Subgroup 1. SSI: z-scored Spanish Simi-
larity Index score, Group: high or low synchrony group according to the SSS-test 
outcome, Sub: Participants and * stands for an interaction. Significant results are 
marked in bold.  

Subgroup 1: Isochronous + Semi-rhythmic 

Best Model Learn ~ SSI + Group + SSI*Group + (1|Sub) 
Analysis of Deviance (Type III χ2 Test)  

χ2 p 
Intercept 123.02 <0.001 
Group 1.50 0.22 
SSI 52.89 <0.001 
SSI*Group 3.90 0.048  
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trendLOWS = 0.22, zratio = −0.085, p = 0.93). Moreover, only the high 
synchrony group showed a significant difference between Isochronous 
and Arhythmic speech conditions (Highs: trendRAND = 0.22, trendISO =
0.51, zratio = 2.30, p = 0.02; Lows: trendRAND = 0.22, trendISO = 0.16, 
zratio = −0.58, p = 0.56). To further test that learning occurred in the 
Arhythmic speech condition across languages, we conducted a marginal 
mean estimation for the mean performance across languages. We found 
that both groups (high and low synchronizers) performed above chance 
for both rhythmic structures (Isochronous speech: meanHIGHS = 0.73, 
zratio = 8.89, p < 0.001; meanLOWS = 0.63, zratio = 5.246, p < 0.001; 
Arhythmic speech: meanHIGHS = 0.65, zratio = 6.05, p < 0.001; mean-
LOWS = 0.66, zratio = 6.43, p < 0.001). 

We conducted a control experiment to assess 1) whether perfor-
mance in the different conditions of the main experiment can be 
attributed to phSL rather than simply resulting from participants’ prior 
knowledge of plausible syllable order in Spanish and 2) whether the 
difference in performance observed between synchrony groups derives 
from high synchronizers being more attuned to the statistics of their 
native language than low synchronizers, rather than from their SL 
abilities. That is, given that the words composing all our languages were 
designed to guarantee a minimum alignment with the syllable-level 
statistics of the Spanish language (average to high SSI scores), it is 

plausible to perform above chance in the post-familiarization tests 
without phSL occurring during the familiarization phase by simply 
relying on prior linguistic knowledge. To explore this possibility, we 
exposed a new cohort of participants to a random concatenation of the 
16 syllables composing Language 4 (see Control Experiment in Materials 
and Methods). Participants subsequently completed the same test used 
to evaluate phSL for that language, followed by the SSS-test. Given that 
all syllables in this new speech stream had equal transitional probabil-
ities, no phSL was possible during the familiarization phase. However, 
above chance test performance is still possible based on participant’s 
prior knowledge. We found that both groups (i.e., high and low syn-
chronizers) performed above chance (see Fig. 5a, Highs: N = 33 and p =
0.0145; Lows: N = 26 and p = 0.0123; two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank 
test against 50%) with no significant difference between the groups (p =
0.51; two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test). This result indicates that, 
although both groups can rely on prior knowledge to identify the com-
bination of syllables more likely to occur together in their native lan-
guage, high synchronizers outperform lows only when phSL is possible. 

To further assess whether above-chance performance in the 2AFC 
tests of the main experiment can be attributed to phSL rather than to 
participants’ preference for items that more closely resemble familiar- 
sounding words in their native language, we compared test perfor-
mance for the control experiment to performance for all conditions in 
the main experiment using Language 4 (i.e, with the different rhythmic 
structures). Note that this comparison is most critical for this language 
because of its higher adherence to the Spanish language statistics 
(higher SSI score). A direct comparison between all conditions using 
Language 4 showed a significant increment in performance whenever SL 
was possible (Fig. 5b), that is when the familiarization streams con-
tained the language’s words rather than a random concatenation of the 
language’s syllables. This result shows that, even for the language with 
the closest similarity to the participants native language, SL influences 
participants’ responses and does so across all three different rhythmic 
structures tested. 

4. Discussion 

We tested the effect of syllabic rhythmic structure (Isochronous, 
Semi-rhythmic, Arhythmic) and its interaction with two factors known 
to influence phSL: auditory-motor synchronization (high vs. low 

Fig. 4. Linear mixed model results: percentage of learning as a function of the Spanish Similarity Index. a. Results obtained for the subgroup of participants presented 
with the Isochronous and Semi-rhythmic speech conditions. b. Results obtained for the subgroup of participants presented with the Isochronous and Arhythmic 
speech conditions. Dots: model predicted group means. Bars: 95% confidence interval. Red: high synchronizers. Blue: low synchronizers. * p < 0.05. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 2 
Linear mixed-effects model results for Subgroup 2. SSI: z-scored Spanish Simi-
larity Index score, Group: high or low synchrony group according to the SSS-test 
outcome, Sub: Participants, Rhy: stimulus rhythmic structure. * stands for an 
interaction. Significant results are marked in bold.  

Subgroup 2: Isochronous + Arhythmic 

Best Model Learn ~ SSI + Group + Rhy + SSI*Group + Group*Rhy + SSI*Rhy +
SSI*Rhy*Group + (1|Sub) 

Analysis of Deviance (Type III χ2 Test)  
χ2 p 

Intercept 36.64 <0.001 
Group 0.04 0.83 
Rhy 8.73 0.003 
SSI 6.99 0.008 
Group*SSI 0.01 0.93 
Rhy*SSI 5.29 0.021 
Group*Rhy 7.97 0.004 
Group*Rhy*SSI 4.23 0.038  
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synchronizers) and prior knowledge regarding syllable order (SSI). 
Overall, phSL appears robust to rhythmic variability (deviations from 
isochrony), with significant learning following isochronous as well as 
anisochronous presentations. Participants showed sensitivity to the 
plausibility of the (pseudo)words’ syllable order with respect to their 
native language. Interestingly, high auditory-motor synchronizers only 
exhibited enhanced performance over low synchronizers in the presence 
of both rhythmically structured input (i.e., Isochronous and Semi- 
rhythmic but not Arhythmic speech) and prior information (languages 
with higher SSI) - but neither of these factors in isolation. That is, even 
when syllables are rhythmically presented, high synchronizers do not 
outperform lows unless syllable order is highly plausible in their native 
language. 

To our knowledge, this is the first study to test deviations from 
isochronous syllable presentations systematically. Robustness to de-
viations from isochrony is a necessary feature for a mechanism that is 
argued to be critical for natural language acquisition; syllables in 
naturally occurring speech may be quasi-rhythmic but are not isochro-
nous. Previous phSL research showed successful learning using natu-
ralistic stimuli (e.g., Hay et al., 2011; Pelucchi et al., 2009) with 
controlled yet not perfectly isochronous syllable durations, suggesting 
some robustness to rhythmic variability akin to that in the Semi- 
rhythmic condition in the current study. While we only tested a distri-
bution of syllable durations favoring faster syllables under this condi-
tion, we conjecture that deviations from isochrony favoring shorter 
syllables (within the natural range of durations) will yield a similar 
performance. More importantly, however, we show that phSL is also 
possible in the face of artificial languages with a completely arhythmic 
syllabic structure. 

Our results also demonstrate that participants exploit or rely on their 
prior knowledge regarding syllable order: languages with words more 
similar to their native language were better learned. Critically, we 
showed that this knowledge is used for learning during the task’s 
familiarization phase. That is, although a high SSI was sufficient to bias 
participants’ responses in a test following a random syllable stream, 
learning was significantly greater following the phSL familiarization 
phase. This aligns with the findings of Elazar et al. (2022) and Siegelman 
et al. (2018). However, it is worth noting that the metric we used to 
characterize the languages (the SSI) is not the same as the syllable 

transitional probability used in previous works. This suggests that prior 
knowledge is organized in terms of general attributes of the statistical 
regularities of the participants native language (i.e., not restricted to 
syllable transitional probability). Follow up studies could explore how 
the SSI interacts with the transitional probabilities between syllables to 
modulate phSL. 

A revealing finding was that the only phSL conditions that distin-
guished high from low synchronizers involved both prior knowledge and 
rhythmic structure. This was true for Semi-rhythmic as well as 
Isochronous presentations. Previous studies reported significant differ-
ences between high and low synchronizers, with high synchronizers 
consistently outperforming lows (Assaneo et al., 2019; Orpella et al., 
2022). In those experiments, high synchronizers were also shown to 
differ neuroanatomically, neurophysiologically, and functionally. For 
example, Orpella et al. (2022) showed that, while learning across syn-
chrony groups correlated with the engagement of an auditory network 
comprising auditory and superior temporal cortex, only high synchro-
nizers additionally engaged the dorsal language stream, including 
inferior frontal and parietal cortex. Moreover, the engagement of the 
dorsal language stream correlated with participants’ behavioral 
auditory-motor synchronization abilities and boosted the phSL of high 
auditory-motor synchronizers. Furthermore, high synchronizers lost 
their learning advantage when the use of the dorsal language stream for 
learning was compromised via articulatory suppression (i.e., when 
repeating a nonsense syllable during the familiarization phase). 
Together with previous findings (Assaneo et al., 2019), this pattern of 
results led us to hypothesize the existence of two distinct mechanisms for 
phSL: (i) a default mechanism engaging bilateral auditory and superior 
temporal cortex that is independent of auditory-motor synchronization 
and (ii) an additional mechanism engaging the dorsal language stream 
that leverages the rhythmic structure of the auditory input and boosts 
learning. Regarding this additional mechanism, a possibility rooted in 
other experimental findings (Assaneo et al., 2021; Park et al., 2015; 
Rimmele et al., 2018) is that the dorsal language stream affords tem-
poral predictions that help align the auditory cortex (i.e., entrain its 
activity) to the input stream resulting in a better phonological encoding 
of the syllables and subsequent SL. However, evidence from the current 
study does not support this possibility: high synchronizers, who we 
predict based on previous work (Assaneo et al., 2019; Orpella et al., 

Fig. 5. Control experiment assessing participants’ ability to identify words (vs part-words) based solely on the words’ similarity to the Spanish language. a. Per-
formance comparison between synchrony groups. Both groups performed above chance (HIGHS: N = 33 and p = 0.0145; LOWS: N = 26 and p = 0.0123; two-sided 
Wilcoxon signed rank test against 50%) with no significant difference between groups (p = 0.51; two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test). Dark and light green indicate 
high and low synchronizers, respectively. b. Test performance for Language 4 across the different familiarization conditions. Performance was significantly higher for 
the three SL conditions (Arhythmic, Semi-Rhythmic, Isochronous) compared to the control experiment, in which no SL is possible (Control: N = 59; Arhythmic: N =
46; Semi-rhythmic: N = 47; Isochronous: N = 91). * p < 0.001 for a two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test, Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons. In all panels, 
dots represent individual subjects, solid lines mean values, dashed line chance level, and shaded region standard deviation. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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2022) differentially recruited the dorsal language stream during 
learning, did not show better phSL than low synchronizers when the 
speech input simply increased in rhythmic predictability (i.e., change 
from Arhythmic to Semi-rhythmic or Isochronous in conditions of low 
SSI). 

An alternative hypothesis is that the engagement of the dorsal lan-
guage stream shown by high synchronizers during phSL relates to the 
use of predictions in which both temporal and content information 
about the upcoming speech elements go hand in hand (Orpella et al., 
2021). The fact that high synchronizers show significantly better phSL in 
the presence of both predictable rhythmic structure and prior informa-
tion aligns well with this hypothesis. This is also consistent with a 
recently reported overlap in left parietal regions for phSL and the inte-
gration of temporal and content predictive cues (Orpella et al., 2020). 
Data from several phSL studies (e.g., Cunillera et al., 2009; Karuza et al., 
2013; Orpella et al., 2021) suggest that this putative prediction mech-
anism leverages the same dorsal stream architecture used to generate 
predictions for speech perception (Auksztulewicz et al., 2018; Rimmele 
et al., 2018) and motor control (Guenther, 2015), including speech 
motor regions and the basal ganglia. Orpella et al., for example, used 
behavior, computational modeling, and fMRI to show that trial-by-trial 
phSL responds to prediction-based learning that correlates with activity 
in left fronto-temporal cortical regions as well as bilateral basal ganglia 
(Orpella et al., 2021). Future research could investigate whether con-
ditions besides input predictability (e.g., challenging listening situa-
tions, aging) drive the engagement of this prediction-based mechanism. 
In addition, whether the learning advantage conferred by this additional 
mechanism is truly quantitative (i.e., producing more or more robust 
rather than simply quicker learning) given longer familiarization time 
remains an open question. 

In sum, we show that phSL is modulated by the consistency of the 
‘new’ language with the statistics of the learners’ first language, but not 
by syllable rhythmicity alone. However, high auditory-motor synchro-
nizers are better statistical learners when the speech input contains both 
kinds of cues (temporal and content). Thus, the picture that emerges 
from the current and previous data is that of (1) a default mechanism for 
phSL that is robust to syllabic rhythmic variability in the input and le-
verages prior knowledge and (2) an additional mechanism, used by a 
subset of the population (high auditory-motor synchronizers), that le-
verages prior knowledge and input rhythmicity concurrently for 
learning. 
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